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Bay Area political events: Obama book club, California's Senate seat

Chronicle staff report

Upcoming political events in the Bay Area. Ask a question in advance here; join meeting here. News &gt; Politics

California's new senator has broken ground in state politics for two decades Dianne Feinstein, the Los Angeles Democrat will now serve alongside the woman who gave him his first job in politics. Padilla has risen steadily through local and state elected office in the two decades since

Dianne Feinstein isn’t going anywhere as long as California's political establishment is with her One seeming example took place in public: a Senate hearing where Feinstein asked the same question of Twitter CEO Jack Dorsey twice, word for word. He was instrumental in passing climate change legislation

Bay Briefing: The unanswered questions in the killing of a Santa Cruz sheriff’s deputy

Law enforcement officials said it was too soon to announce a motive for Carrillo’s alleged attack on Sgt. Budgets and police union donations: How George Floyd’s death, antiracism protests are changing 2020
Social media companies should permanently ban political advertising. Twitter banned political ads outright. Twitter's political ad ban has not been flawless. Eric Goldman (@ericgoldman) is the co-director of the High Tech Law Institute and supervisor of the Privacy Law

Look to case law for hints. This question has never been addressed by the court, but a search for the general understanding of executive power at the time of the founding would lead them to conclude that, based on English common law dating

Bay Area political events: Election’s implications, Rep. Hosted by UC Hastings School of Law. 3:30 p.m. Ask a question in advance here; join meeting here. News &gt; Politics

New California law seeks to give tribes more standing to recover sacred objects from museums. “We refer to this as politics of erasure. The commission did not respond to questions. News &gt; Politics

Bay Area political events: ERA update, ACLU battleground report. Chronicle staff report. Upcoming political events in the Bay Area. Ask a question in advance here; join meeting here. News &gt; Politics
Bay Area political events: Congressional constituent meetings, climate change politics Submit question in advance here; join meeting here. A discussion with constitutional scholars Erwin Chemerinsky, dean of the UC Berkeley Law School, and Howard Gillman, UC Irvine chancellor. News &gt; Politics

5 questions heading into Trump and Biden’s first debate Here are some of the biggest questions heading into the night: HOW DOES TRUMP HANDLE BEING ON THE DEFENSIVE? The country’s cultural and political divisions are widening. He can pivot to more friendly

Bay Area political events: Kamala Harris’ chief of staff, Rep. Chronicle staff report Upcoming political events in the Bay Area. Submit a question in advance here; join meeting here. News &gt; Politics
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